
Advisory on Violent Video Games 

 

Dear Parents, 

The Directorate of Education, Delhi has issued an advisory on violent video games causing 

harmful, negative and adverse impact on the brain of the children. We need to understand 

their effects and preventions required to protect our children. 

Some violent games which are available on mobiles also like PUBG (Player Unknown’s 

Battlegrounds), Fortnight, Grand Theft Auto Series, God of War, Hitman Series, Plague Inc. 

and Pokemon. These games are causing harmful negative and adverse impact on the brain 

of the children. 

 Children who play violent games are more likely to have increased aggressive 

thoughts, emotions and behaviour with decreased cooperative and helping attitude. 

 Gaming addiction was recognised by the WHO in 2018 as a mental health disorder. 

Addiction to video games increases their depression and anxiety levels. It also makes 

them socially isolated. Children sleep less, spend no time on reading, sports, 

interacting with the family and friends. Their concentration level also takes a dip. 

Signs and Symptoms 

 Becoming withdrawn from friends and family. 

 Persistent low mood and unhappiness. 

 Looking worried that stops him/her from carrying out day to day tasks. 

 Sudden outbursts of anger directed at himself / herself. 

 Loss of interest in activities that he/she used to enjoy. 

How to protect from these games 

 Check in with the child asking how things are going. Ask if there have been things 

stressing them or anything that has made them worried. If child is talking about my 

level of distress, do not hesitate to speak to parents about the same. 

 Monitor children’s activities to ensure that they are not engaging themselves with 

these games. 

 Keep your eyes open for: 

a) Unusually secretive behaviour, mostly related to their online activity. 

b) A sudden increase in the time they spend on devices. 

c) They attempt to change screens on their devices when approached. 

d) They become withdrawn or angry, after using the console or mobile phones. 

 Parents should take reports from child counsellor present in the school at regular 

intervals. 

 If you fear that child is at risk, get professional help right away. 

 Remind the child that you are there and will support them as they face life challenges. 
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